The Pros of the CLOVERLEAF SOLUTION

CLOVERLEAF SOLUTION

ODS AND DATA WAREHOUSE = CONSOLIDATED OPERATIONAL REPORTING, ANALYTICS, AND DYNAMIC VISUALIZATIONS.

DECADES OF INSURANCE EXPERTISE that leverages an architected insurance-specific data model provides insurers a clear picture of how to improve customer relationships, products, and internal business processes.

MORE INSURANCE-SPECIFIC LINE OF BUSINESS DETAILS AND OVER 900 ADVANCED INSURANCE METRICS that provide key insights better protecting the insurer from risk and identifying opportunities.

Compared to horizontal BI tools, CLOVERLEAF’S INSURANCE-SPECIFIC INSIGHTS SAVE INSURERS MONEY by eliminating years of development time and reducing the need for a substantial staff increase.

VS

HORIZONTAL BI TOOLS

ONLY A DATA WAREHOUSE WITHOUT ODS OR CONSOLIDATED REPORTING which results in tremendous gaps in understanding all carrier operations and the insured.

GENERIC MODELS THAT LACK POLICY AND CLAIM DETAILS which lead to sub-optimal analysis and adverse selection limiting revenue growth.

GENERIC, ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL, horizontal tools expose the insurer to risk by limiting line of business data that cannot be easily expanded and limit analysis value.

LACK OF INSURANCE-SPECIFIC METRICS and analytics results in a higher total cost of ownership (TCO) due to extensive training and development along with needing to increase expensive staffing.